In this paper, we describe a study on compliant-parallel (C-P) mechanism with high precision and wide range of working area using bio-inspired compliant joints. C-P mechanism is a parallel mechanism in which all of joints are composed by wide deformable compliant joints. In the integration of the compliant joint and the parallel mechanism, a deformation of the compliant joint can be guided by mechanical constraints from the parallel mechanism; thus C-P mechanism can be precisely driven. C-P mechanism has no back-lash, requires no lubrication, and is free from machine noise and abrasion power. And, unlike conventional mechanisms, C-P mechanism can be integrated into compact, lightweight, and simple structure. From these backgrounds, we developed a widely deformable circular compliant joint inspired by Drakaea, which is an orchidaceous species. The circular compliant joint was implemented on a 3-DOF (rotational 2 and translational 1 DOF) parallel mechanism as a first prototype. Then, our second prototype was developed to realize further wide range of working area. A serially layered-flat spring compliant joint was developed based on the bio-inspired circular compliant joint, and was implemented on a traditional 3-DOF DELTA mechanism, as the second prototype. From the evaluation tests of these prototypes, the feasibility of C-P mechanism was shown positive to be applied to a high precision assembly robot within a wide range of working area.
Introduction
In compliant mechanisms, one or more elastic structures deform to transmit or transform the power in place of conventional revolute joints [1] - [3] . Compliant mechanisms have no back-lash, require no lubrication, and are free from machine noise and abrasion power. In addition, unlike conventional mechanisms, compliant mechanisms can be integrated into compact, lightweight, and simple structure. On the other hand, Parallel mechanism consists of multi-legged structure and fixed actuators on the base part. The advantage of parallel mechanisms is high rigidity, output, accuracy, and backdrivability. Compliant-parallel (C-P) mechanism is a parallel mechanism in which all of joints are composed by wide deformable compliant joints. In the integration of the compliant joint and the parallel mechanism, a deformation of the compliant joint can be guided by mechanical constraints from the parallel mechanism; thus C-P mechanism can be precisely driven.
There is a great need for micro-meter scale accuracy with a wide range of working area, such as centimeterscale in optical industry. In this case, a wide coarse motion machine and a micro motion machine are commonly connected in series to perform picking, positioning and bonding tasks. Therefore, the system is Available online at www.sciencedirect.com on their stem that is used for pollination by the wasp species. First, a flying wasp, sexually attracted to the orchid by a scent that mimics the female wasp pheromone, approaches the orchid. The wasp attempts copulation with Labellum while flying. Then, the orchid s compliant joint passively bends from the flying power of the wasp.
relatively large and requires difficult maintenance due to the complicated mechanical setup. Thus, a single mechanism that can perform accurate motions with a wide range of working area, is beneficial in optical industry. In this paper, a development of C-P mechanism for high precision machine with a further wide range of working area to be applied to optical industrial microassembly system for optic components, is presented.
For compliant joints, Trease et al. studied on rotational and translational compliant joints, and presented a cruciform section compliant joint as a 1 DOF rotational joint [4] . Compliant mechanisms have also been presented in past studies. Raatz, et al. presented a DELTA parallel mechanism using compliant joints made of a superelastic alloy (CuAlNiFe) [5] . Tanikawa et al. presented a micro robot using a parallel mechanism with a translational 3-DOF joint; the robot has compliant joints with a round cutout shape on both sides [6] . In these past studies, various shapes of compliant joints and mechanisms have been presented, however, most of these joints and mechanisms remain to perform micrometer-scale working area, thus not applicable for a wide range of working area. In this paper, we introduce C-P mechanism prototypes using widely deformable bio-inspired compliant joints.
2. A first prototype of compliant-parallel mechanism using a bio-inspired circular compliant joint
A bio-inspired circular compliant joint
A circular compliant joint have been inspired by Drakaea (Hummer Orchid), which is an orchidaceous species (Fig.1) . Drakaea orchids have a compliant joint on their stem that is used for pollination by the wasp species. A bending motion of the or joint approaches around 180 deg; however, fatigue breaking is not observed. To investigate the joint, we conducted a finite element method (FEM) analysis.
From the results of FEM analysis, it was revealed that compliant joint has advantageous characteristics in terms of range of in its deformation to distribute the stress avoiding stress concentration. Therefore, we developed the circular compliant joint. The circular compliant joint (shown Fig.1 ) is composed of a simple circular spring made of spring steel (SUP6, young s modulus is 206 GPa, yield stress is 1080 MPa). The circular shape was inspired by pliant joint. A bending angle of circular compliant joint was between -20.0 and 20.16 deg (a bending angle of a conventional flat spring joint was ±13.85 deg). The circular compliant joint has a wider working area range compared with the flat spring; this is because the inherent mechanical characteristics of the nt were considered.
Prototype implementation
Based on the results obtained above, we developed a first prototype of the compliant-parallel mechanism for high-precision robots. The prototype was developed to test the feasibility of the proposed C-P mechanism. The mechanical requirements of the optic component assembly machine in this study are 5 mm of translation (Z axis) with 1.0 m accuracy and 3 deg of rotation ( and axes) with 0.01 deg accuracy. These requirements are based on current assembly systems for optic components. The developed prototype is shown in Fig.2 . The prototype is a 3-DOF (2-DOF rotational motion and 1-DOF translational motion) parallel mechanism in which all of the joints are compliant joints. The weight of the prototype (excluding a base part) was 340g.
Evaluations
Evaluation tests were conducted to test the feasibility of the prototype as an optic component assembly device. Tests were performed on the repeat accuracy and the rigidity.
A. Repeat Accuracy test
For an optic component assembly device, vision tracking and feedback are commonly used. Therefore, the performance. Thus, an evaluation was conducted on the repeat accuracy. For the input motion, 5 mm of translation (Z axis) and 4 deg of rotation ( and ) were applied to the device, then the end-effector position and rotation were measured by a 2D laser displacement meter (the resolution is 1.0 m and 0.01 deg). The motion was repeated 10 times within a period of 10 s.
The experimental results are shown in Fig.3 . The graphs show the 10 repeated motions. The repeat accuracy observed from these results was 0.35 m for the Z-axis translation, 0.006 deg for the and rotation. From these results, the prototype has a repeat accuracy that is at least equivalent to the resolution of the 2D laser Fig.2 . A first prototype of C-P mechanism using bio-inspired circular compliant joint: The prototype is a 3-DOF (2-DOF rotational motion and 1-DOF translational motion) parallel mechanism. The prototype consists of three linear and three arms, and each arm consists of three links, two circular compliant joints, and a flat spring joint. displacement meter. Therefore, the effectiveness of the proposed mechanism was demonstrated based on repeat accuracy.
B. Rigidity test
In the rigidity test, a load was applied to the endeffector using a linear actuator. A load cell was used to measure the applied force. Then, the displacement of the end-effector due to the applied load was measured using a 2D laser displacement meter.
The average measured rigidity was 15.4 N/mm in the X axis, 14.3 N/mm in the Y axis, and 75.9 N/mm in the Z axis. Optic components such as lenses are typically lightweight; therefore, high rigidity is not required. However, for other potential uses of this prototype, such rigidity can be effectively introduced by taking into account the intended task (e.g., for pressure bonding of lenses, the device would benefit from higher rigidity in the Z axis).
3. A second prototype of compliant-parallel mechanism using a serially layered-flat spring compliant joint
A serially layered-flat spring compliant joint
The working area of the circular compliant joint was limited Therefore, to realize a wider range of working area, we simply place multiple compliant joints in series. By placing the compliant joint in series, the working area can be proportionally increased, since each compliant joint can be deformed as same as a single joint. However, rigidity of joint in each axis must be taken into account for the joint design. (e.g. The joint must be elastic in a desired direction, however, must be rigid in other directions to maintain the mechanism sufficiently rigid and accurate.)
From these requirements, we developed a new joint, serially layered-flat spring compliant joint made of spring steel (SUP6) (shown in Fig.4 ). In this compliant joint, the wide range of working area (a bending angle is ±24.58 deg) can be given by multi-layered flat springs connected in series. The structure consists of rigid and elastic parts connected in series, to realize the improved rotational rigidity ratio. In addition, the structure can be compact due to the layered-flat springs, and is sufficiently simple for fabrication. Therefore, we developed a compliant-parallel mechanism using the proposed compliant joint.
Prototype implementation
Using the serially layered-flat spring compliant joint, we developed a second prototype of a compliant parallel mechanism for high precision assembly. The prototype was developed to perform 3-DOF translational motions using a conventional parallel mechanism DELTA [7] . In the micro-assembly tasks, the machine is required to place optical parts accurately, and to perform pressure bonding. Therefore, as a general requirement of optical assembly machine, repeat accuracy of 1.0 m is needed. We determine the working area as 50×50 mm in XY plane due to a wide range of working area. In addition, Z axis motion of 5 mm stroke is required with the rigidity of approximately 100 N/mm to perform the pressure bonding. The developed prototype is shown in Fig.5 . All joints in the prototype were composed by the serially layered-flat spring compliant joints. The weight of the prototype (excluding the base part) was 426 g.
Evaluations

A. Repeat accuracy test
An evaluation test was conducted in terms of repeat accuracy. The motion input of sine wave (period of 10 s and amplitude of 25 mm in X and Y axes, 20 mm in Z axis) was given to the mechanism, then the end-effector position was measured by a 2D laser displacement meter (the resolution is 1.0 m and 0.01 deg). The wide range of working area (a bending angle is ±24.58 deg) can be given by multilayered flat springs connected in series. The structure consists of rigid and elastic parts connected in series, to realize the improved rotational rigidity ratio. In addition, the structure can be compact due to the layered-flat springs, and is sufficiently simple for fabrication. 5 . A second prototype of C-P mechanism using serially layered-flat spring compliant joint: The prototype has 3-DOF translational motions using DELTA. The prototype mechanism consists of an end-effector, a base part, three arms and linear actuators. The end-effector is supported by the three arms that are actuated by the linear actuators.
The experimental result is shown in Fig.6 as the trajectory of end-effector in X, Y and Z axes. From these results, the repeat accuracy was observed as 0.84, 0.56 and 0.74 m in X, Y and Z axes, respectively. Therefore, the high accuracy of the mechanism was shown. As a main reason of these results, the characteristic of C-P mechanism that the parallel structure precisely guides the deformation of compliant joints is considered. In addition, backlash-less structure of the prototype was supposed to be largely contributed, since none of conventional revolute joint is implemented in the prototype.
B. Rigidity test
The rigidity test was conducted on the prototype to investigate the stiffness characteristics of the prototype. In this test, a load was applied to the end-effector in X, Y and Z axes using a linear actuator. A load cell was used to measure the applied force. Then the displacement of the end-effector due to the applied force was measured using a 2D laser displacement meter.
From these results, the average of rigidity was observed as 17.9, 19.2 and 94.3 N/mm in X, Y and Z axes, respectively. The rigidity in Z axis was relatively higher than X and Y axes, since all the compliant joints were aligned along to Z axis. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we describe a study on compliantparallel (C-P) mechanism with high precision and wide range of working area using bio-inspired compliant joints. C-P mechanism is a parallel mechanism in which all of joints are composed by wide deformable compliant joints. In the integration of the compliant joint and the parallel mechanism, a deformation of the compliant joint can be guided by mechanical constraints from the parallel mechanism; thus C-P mechanism can be precisely driven. We developed prototypes of C-P mechanism using widely deformable bio-inspired compliant joints. The evaluation tests on these prototypes showed high repeat accuracy, such as less than 1.0 m. As a main reason of the results, the characteristic of C-P mechanism that the parallel structure precisely guides the deformation of compliant joints is considered. Furthermore, the second prototype showed a significantly wide range of working area compared to previous studies. Therefore, the feasibility of proposed C-P mechanisms were shown promising, to be applied for high precision assembly robot.
